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MODELING ASSUMPTIONS CASE STUDYABSTRACT

CONCLUSIONS

1-D mathematical model of

SE-CLSR process in the

packed bed configuration is

developed using gPROMS

ModelBuilder® under the

adiabatic conditions. This

model combines reduction of

the NiO catalyst with the

steam reforming reactions,

followed by the oxidation of

the Ni-based reduced

catalyst. The individual

models of NiO reduction,

steam reforming with in situ

CO2 capture on Ca-sorbent,

and Ni re-oxidation are

developed by using kinetic

data available in literature.

a) SE-SMR
The adsorption of CO2 from the

product gases shifts the reforming

reaction in forward direction i.e.

towards more production of H2.

b) Reduction of NiO
The adsorption of CO2 from the

product gases shifts the reforming

reaction in forward direction i.e.

towards more production of H2. The

mole fraction of H2 is the highest in

later part of the reduction process.

Cyclic study of SE-CLSR 

process
The SE-CLSR process starts with

the FR. The red dot in Figure 6 is

the point where the FR cycle ends

and the AR cycle begins. This

scheme of alternative cycles of FR

and AR is allowed to run for 10

cycles. In 11th cycle, only modeling

results of FR cycle are presented.

THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Higher pressure results in lower

conversion of CH4 but still higher

than the conversion achieved in

case of SMR and SESMR

processes under the same

operating conditions.

A 1-D heterogeneous mathematical

model of SE-CLSR in an adiabatic

packed bed reactor is developed. In

this model it is assumed that;

a) The flow pattern of gases in the

packed bed reactor is plug flow in

nature.

b) The temperature and

concentration variations along the

radial direction of the reactor are

negligible.

c) The operation is adiabatic in

nature.

d) The size of the catalyst and

sorbent are uniform and the porosity

of the bed is constant.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing energy demands,

depletion of fossil fuel

reserves and pollution threats

make H2 an attractive

alternative energy carrier. SE-

CLSR relies on the

exothermicity of both a metal

catalyst’s oxidation and the in

situ CO2 capture by

carbonation onto a solid

sorbent to provide the heat

demand of H2 production by

steam reforming while

generating a nearly pure H2

product.
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Figure 1:The schematic of SE-CLSR process 

in packed bed [1]
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Figure 2: World’s hydrogen production structure [2] 

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
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Figure 3: Effect of pressure on CH4 conversion at 

923 K, S/C of 3, CaO/C of 1 and NiO/C of 0.5
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Figure 4: Product gases composition [dry basis] at

the outlet of reactor at 923 K, S/C of 5.0 and 30 bar.

Dots: literature values; solid lines: modeling values

Figure 5: The distribution of gas products at 800 C, 1 

bar and 10% CH4 in Ar as reducing gas. Dots: literature 

values; solid lines: modeling values
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Figure 6: The dynamic profile of temperature in the 

packed bed reactor system of the SE-CLSR process.
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Figure 7: Effect of temperature on the H2 yield (wt% 

of CH4), CH4 conversion, CO2 efficiency and H2

purity at 30 bar, S/C of 3.0.

MODEL VALIDATION

973 K is selected as the optimum

temperature for the SE-CLSR

process operated under 30 bar

pressure. The CH4 conversion

and H2 purity: 72% and 87%

respectively.
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